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I researched and wrote my study An Over the

Top Exemption for the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives in the spring of 2016

https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications
/reports/over-top-exemption
 I thought that, while things were bad, there
was hope that a new Canadian government
would change things regarding the regulation
and taxation of Netflix, Google, Facebook
etc...
 Well folks, we are still waiting..
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Orwell would have loved to talk about our Canadian
media system
Netflix and Google as well as Facebook do not
collect HST, GST or PST in Canada on their sales
Netflix and Google/You Tube do not contribute 5%
of gross revenues to Canadian programming
Netflix and Google do not have to have a certain
repertoire of Canadian titles
Canadian BDUs do
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The paper details how from “the exemption
order for new media broadcasting
undertakings”, first issued in 1999 almost 20
years ago, both the CRTC and the CRA have
decided time and time again to exempt new
media from regulation and taxation
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Netflix increased its total world subscribers to
over 94 million and added over 5 million in
the last quarter of 2016
By 2013, Canadian Internet advertising
revenue surpassed television ad revenue and
reached a total of $4.604 billion in 2015, up
21% from $3.793 billion in 2014
Mobile (including Tablets) 2015 advertising
revenues rose to over $1.6 billion revenue
($1.620 billion), up from $903 million in
2014
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Shomi , the Netflix like program owned by Rogers

and Shaw, crashed and burned and was forced to
close down
Amazon Prime has just entered the video distribution
world in Canada as a new network provider
It is already offered free to hundreds of thousands of
Canadians who have Amazon Prime to get free
Amazon shipping
Netflix as we mentioned has accumulated millions of
new viewers
Netflix is partnering with state owned network CBC to
produce Anne of Green Gables the first major new
show Netflix has funded in Canada
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While it looks like the TPP may be dead for now,
as Trump has just kiboshed the signing, this
does not mean that when the NAFTA is
renegotiated that there may not be major attacks
against regulation and taxation of e-commerce
E-commerce is rumoured to be on the
renegotiating list and this means the kinds of
exemptions that OTT services incredibly gained
in the TPP cultural file will certainly come back.
Remember how on an issue which really has
nothing to do with trade as such, Google and
Netflix obtained with Canada in the draft TPP
specific exemption clauses preventing any
special regulation
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And finally for some “gallows humour”, the
President of the CRTC claimed in October
2016 he had just found out that Netflix was
not collecting any taxes! Quelle surprise!
As he said, “Just as an ordinary citizen, I'm a
bit surprised by that. I know that it's not the
approach taken in other jurisdictions, but I
suggest you ask that question of the
Department of Finance.” As if the CRTC had
nothing to do with all this!
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Once again we are at an identity and cultural
crossroads like in the thirties or the sixties
where two roads fork off ahead
One fork, on the right, leads to an international
culture-media/news system dominated by large
international players, none of whom is likely to
be Canadian. Canadian culture will be an obscure
minority in this vision
The other fork, on the left, leads to a different
vision. Yes, there will be big international
providers but there will also be a large and viable
Canadian culture and media sector as well as a
Canadian networks including a stronger CBC
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We are losing $78- $93 million per year on
Netflix sales alone which could be used for
Canadian culture development
And this is just Netflix, not including Facebook,
Google and others
And on the CRTC side, we have not made Netflix
or Amazon contribute the 5% of their gross
broadcasting revenues that licensed BDUs must
contribute to support Canadian programming.
Here again, we are losing, from Netflix alone,
around $30 million per year
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The Canadian government alone spent $3.6
million in advertising on Facebook in the first
8 months of 2016
Did it pay HST? Probably not.
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As of now the list of countries making OTT
companies collect VAT taxes includes
European Union
Norway
South Africa
Japan
South Korea
New Zealand
India
Australia
And in now even in the USA: Pennsylvania and
Chicago have a tax and other California cities such
as Pasadena are debating the issue
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The CRTC should remove the “new media exemption orders”
for all OTT services and ensure that OTTs begin to comply
with Canadian broadcasting regulations. It must assure there
are no more exceptions given to either foreign or Canadian
online media services
The next two demands require a change to tax law which
should, from now on, make it clear that, in the age of ecommerce, companies which sell products into Canada (over
a certain amount) but have no employees here must be
subject to VAT and that companies which make income from
products (again over a certain threshhold) designed for and
delivered to Canadians must also pay income tax here
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All electronic commerce services (above a determined sales
threshold) that sell to Canadians should collect and remit
GST/HST and PST amounts to federal and provincial
governments
E-commerce platforms can easily incorporate collecting
value-added taxes into their online platforms. This ecommerce regulation should apply to all broadcast
distribution companies or Internet and digital services (with
over 2,000 subscribers) that consolidate
programming and channels and distribute them in Canada.
All digital and online media services that earn subscription
revenue from Canadians, sell or rent individual shows or
programs, or collect advertising revenue from Canadian
companies, governments or individuals, should collect HST,
PST, and GST where applicable
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These same e-commerce companies should
pay income tax on monies they earn from
products or services they sell or rent in
Canada
This should apply to other e-commerce
companies in other sectors, such as Amazon,
Uber, and Airbnb, as well as to the cultural
and broadcast sector
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OTT companies that act as broadcasting
distribution undertakings with more than
2,000 subscribers should contribute 5% of
their gross revenues from broadcastingrelated activities to the creation of Canadian
programming through publicly or
independently administered funds
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The regulations on Canadian programming
inventory should be applied to all foreign or
domestic video-on-demand (VOD) services
Canadians should have the choice of English
and French programming made in Canada
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One of the major ways to assure the
development of Canadian culture is through
adequate funding for CBC/Radio-Canada
The national broadcaster today receives
roughly $1 billion a year in public funding for
its English and French networks
The federal government should double this
contribution and at the same time limit
advertising revenues
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Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Google as well as
companies like Uber, AirBnB etc. should be
forced to disclose key facts such as the
number of subscribers, revenues, expenses
and taxes paid and collected
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When technology changes in a major way, there
are some who say there is nothing we can do,
except submit to the vagaries of tech change and
bow down to the idea that technology is always
right, and, particularly right, are those who own
and control the big tech companies
This is simply not true. We can and must control
how we use and interact with technology and
make sure that, as a small country, next to the
economic and cultural superpower, we can
survive, prosper and tell our own story.
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